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PEAKS AND PASSES IN KIM'S COUNTRY
BOB PETTIGREW

"They came by Kulu, from beyond the Kailas."
Rudyard Kipling: Kirn.

My last entry into Kulu would have delighted Kim, or any other 
boy with normal instincts. At the invitation of the Permanent Way 
Inspector I sat on a line inspection seat hooked above the cow 
catcher of the saddle-tank locomotive which jerkily hauled the 
narrow gauge train from Pathankot to Jogindernagar. I suffered from 
exposure every time the route spanned a gorge!

Jogindernagar, site of the first great hydro-electric scheme in the 
Punjab, completed in 1928, is the terminus of the Kangra Valley Light 
Railway. At this point the Kulu bound traveller must transfer to 
motor transport to complete the journey. Mercedes short wheel-base 
buses and trucks dominate the mountain road which has been des 
cribed as "a masterpiece of road location." For half-a-day the 
energetic and skilful drivers hurl their wagons in and out of hairpin 
bends, traverse precipices, assault passes, and "bounce" bridges with 
a care-free exuberance more reminiscent of Brands Hatch than 
Himalayan hill roads. It makes their passengers sick. In compensation 
there are cinemascopic views stretching from the great green ramp of 
the Dhaula Dhar, throwing a magic aura over the weary mountain- 
hungry traveller, to the shimmering brown plains of the Punjab which 
he has probably quit with relief.

Accompanying the valley of the river Beas the road ascends to 
Manali, for many years the road-head. However, owing to the 
Emergency, the road now continues beyond Manali for a further 
twenty miles to the foot of the Rhotang La, 13,050 ft. which leads 
easily into Lahul and Spiti and, ultimately, Ladakh. The bazaar area 
of Manali (correctly called Duff Dunbar) is currently being developed 
as a major tourist centre in the Punjab. To the mountaineer Manali 
must inevitably lose its appeal for such development is rarely in accord 
with the mountain environment and it has already led to over 
crowding and insanitation. Manali is best known as the centre of the 
finest fruit growing area in India. The orchards, modelled on the 
English pattern, flourish best at 6,500 ft. and owe their foundation to 
retired British officers of the Indian Army, notably Captains Banon, 
Johnson and Lee. John, a descendant of Captain Banon, has estab 
lished a comfortable guest house in the midst of cherry orchards at 
which climbers are especially welcome. Since it is generally essential 
to spend a few days at Manali organising porter and pony transport 
and re-packing equipment, the Banon hospitality offers a gentle intro 
duction to the rigours of the Punjab Himalaya.

Modest in altitude but fierce in shape the neighbouring range of 
the Pir Pinjal can be inspected from a forest clad spur four hours' 
climb above the old village of Manali. Two mountains are prominent
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in the east. Indrasan, 20,410 ft., its north face a chaos of hanging 
glaciers, culminates in a jagged rock crest in stark contrast to the 
placid snow dome of its neighbour Deo Tibba, 19,687 ft., said to 
resemble Mont Velan from the south west. Both mountains share a 
common plateau at 18,000 ft. known as the third shelf. This forms the 
high neves of the Malana glacier which flows down from the south 
east corner of the shelf. During our expedition to Indrasan in 1961 
Camp IV was established by Burgess and Gray with Wangyal in the 
18,300 ft. col between Deo Tibba and Indrasan on 19 June. In 
worsening weather conditions they made the fifth ascent of Deo Tibba 
the next day. For several years it has been assumed that Mrs. Eileen 
Healey (nee Gregory) an eminent member of our club, made the 
second ascent of Deo Tibba in 1956. According to the American 
Alpine Club Journal for 1955 however, this is now claimed for Herr 
Rudi Rott of Munich who climbed the mountain in 1954.

Heavy and persistent snowfall reduced activity on the mountain to 
the game of "Battleships" and severed communications between camps 
on the second and third shelves. During the early evening of 24 June 
a faint shout brought us rushing from the tents of Camp II looking 
upwards at Piton ridge. Just discernible through flurries of snow 
were three tired, muffled figures descending doggedly through the 
thigh deep stuff. They had beat a successful retreat down the couloir 
linking the second and third shelves by fording drifts of chest deep 
powder snow. The tension broken, we spent a riotous evening over a 
bottle of brandy, celebrating their safe return. Bad snow conditions 
dictated a withdrawal to Base Camp where we forgot the mountain in 
a brisk game of cricket.

However, at dawn on June 29, Burgess and I with four porters 
were plodding up the steep ramp which led from just above the site 
of Camp II to the breach in Pkon ridge. Here we rested before the 
flog of the couloir climb. Steep slopes fell away from the contour line 
to form the left wall of the couloir. The saving feature of the great 
gully was the little rock outcrops on the right margin which enabled 
us to break the ascent into "legs" and take a breather, under shelter, 
from the hard work. A deep black groove scored in the bed of the 
couloir was evidence of a regular bombardment down a well-defined 
line which, once crossed, could be avoided. More difficult to forecast 
was the probable course of several giant Damocletic icicles which 
overhung the left side of the couloir. On this occasion we crossed 
the avalanche trench one at a time without incident and soon gained 
the far side of the route. After 1^ hours on snow of mixed consistency 
we scrambled thankfully on to another outcrop and rested there 
whilst Burgess looked in vain for the fixed rope, buried under last 
week's snow fall. The funnel-shaped upper section of the couloir 
consisted of new snow which gave good steps, but the leader grew im 
patient, veered left, and tackled the cornice direct. Standing on the 
Punta San Marca, a few yards away from Camp III at the south edge
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of the third shelf, we were once again in striking distance.
When Basil Poff and I reached the southern edge of the third 

shelf on 11 June, 1958* we failed to grasp the scale of the plateau 
stretching across to Indrasan. Our view of Indrasan was misleading, 
too, since we saw it frontally, like a stage set. The plateau is 2J miles 
wide and, in bad conditions, a journey across it can be arduous and 
exhausting. So we found it on 30 June. The going was terrible, a 
light crust which broke frequently jarring knees and reducing a pur 
poseful march to a humiliating flounder. We cursed freely and it 
seemed weary hours before we reached Camp IV. It was planned that 
Burgess and Gray should go for the west ridge on the morrow, whilst 
the new arrivals at Camp IV should climb Deo Tibba. Since Mrs. 
Eileen Healey made one of her characteristically bold climbs on this 
mountain I think it is worth describing in some detail.

Indrasan, 20,410 ft. and its near neighbour Deo Tibba, 19,687 ft., 
situated 2.4 km. to the S.W., comprise the superstructure of a triple- 
decked ice-cap as seen from the Malana nullah. Complications have 
arisen on account of the two distinct summits rising from a common 
plateau. Writing in 1914, Lt.Col. the Hon. G. C. Brace describes an 
attempt on the Deotibi (sic) ridge from the Hamta nullah by his 
Swiss guide, Fiihrer. He and a Gurkha orderly, Lallbahadur, got to 
the ridge at two points, "after some rather exciting work." Bruce 
goes on to describe the whole ridge leading from Deotibito Penguri (?) 
as wonderfully fine: "The ice scenery is of a really high order, 
with masses of hanging glacier."

In 1922, H. Lee Shuttleworth, I.C.S., when describing the Malana 
nullah refers to Indrasau (sic) a 20,417 ft. (sic) peak at the head of 
the Malana glen on the Beas/Chenab Divide. Accompanied by a 
different Lallbahadur (one assumes!) Colonel J. O. M. Roberts tried 
to get to grips with Deo Tibba in 1939. He reached the second shelf 
or lower neve" from the Jagat Sukh nullah, but found the route to the 
summit barred by the transverse, steep supporting wall of the third 
shelf. Returning to Manali, Roberts next gained a view of the 
mountain from the Hamta nullah. "The survey map gives the height 
of Deo Tibba as 19,687 ft. and of a mountain to the north as 20,410 ft. 
This mountain is much less impressive than Deo Tibba, and there 
certainly does not appear to be a difference of over 700 ft. in their 
heights." Later the parties led respectively by E. Peck and Charles 
Evans both met defeat on the transverse wall between the second and 
third shelves. In a brief reference to De Graaf's couloir, which 
later became the key to the third shelf, Evans describes it as: "un 
inviting but perhaps worth a trial in certain snow conditions."

The two mountains are clearly separated by a description in "The 
Mountain World", 1954, page 218: "Indrasan is a pointed rock 
summit vaguely resembling the Zinal Rothorn, and probably attemp-
M.A.M. Journal 1960. Page 46.
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ted by Fiihrer in 1912. On the Survey of India £ inch sheet 52H/SW it 
remains anonymous as height 20,410 ft." Unfortunately Professor 
Kenneth Mason re-unites Indrasan and Deo Tibba as merely two 
summits of the same mountain. In "Abode of Snow" when describing 
the Pir Pinjal between the rivers Sutlej and Kishtwar, he mentions 
many rocky and icy peaks including the snow dome of Deo Tiba (sic) 
20,410 ft. visible from Simla, 75 miles distant. Later, when describing 
Kulu, he writes: "Some of the glaciers are still only roughly sketched, 
and excepting Deo Tiba's two summits little has been attempted."

To describe the mountain Indrasan as merely the north summit of 
Deo Tibba is to describe Lliwedd as the south east summit of Snowdon. 
It also gives a false impression of the topography and scale of the 
upper n6ve", the third shelf. Every party that has stood in the col at 
18,300 ft., has unhesitatingly conceded a separate identity to the fine 
mountains on either hand.

At 5.30 a.m. on 1 July the party bound for Deo Tibba set off from 
Camp IV, aiming across the plateau at a conspicuous broad snow 
bridge over the first bergschrund. Beyond, the slope steepened up to 
another great crevasse. Detouring and bridging, we worked out across 
the face until we were out of range of the ice cliffs below the summit 
and gaining on the north west ridge. This bore us speedily to the 
plateau-like summit and gave us spectacular views of Jabri, Allaini, 
and Piangneru nullahs. From the last it is possible to reach the 
Hamta Pass, by which several parties have tried unsuccessfully to 
prospect a route to Indrasan from the north. Attaining the summit of 
Deo Tibba was the fulfilment of a three-year old ambition for me. 
The aneroid barometer now read 19,850 ft., but a storm was brewing 
up and after a hasty round of photography we descended to Camp IV 
in half an hour. At 3 p.m. Burgess and Gray returned from the west 
ridge of Indrasan. They had reached a point half-way along the ridge 
and found the climbing severe. The switchbacking progress over the 
numerous steeple-like gendarmes 40 in \ mile section of ridge was 
especially wearing. A second attempt on the same ridge by Burgess 
and Gray, and a similar probe on the east ridge by Read, Handley 
and Pettigrew both failed on account of difficulty. Slow progress could 
have been made by many days of leap-frogging effort with the placing 
of fixed ropes and other artificial aids but it would have required the 
abandonment of our survey programme in the Tos nullah. Accord 
ingly we evacuated all camps down to Camp I on 4 July.

The party now divided, the surveyors to strike eastwards over a 
low col to the Tos nullah, the others to examine the fine aiguilles of the 
Ah Ratni Tibba group opposite the Base Camp. The latter, Handley 
and Gray with Wangyal and Zangbo, made two first ascents in the 
Manikaren Spires to the east. They also prospected a route on Ali 
Ratni Tibba but the onset of the monsoon about 16 July forced a 
withdrawal. i '        
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The Tos nullah party, armed with surveying gear, left Base camp 
early on 9 July, moved through the intermediate Camp I, and gained 
the watershed between the Malana and Tos glaciers. Here Ashcroft 
set up his plane table to link up his previous survey work whilst 
Burgess and I selected a site for the first survey camp. During the 
descent into the Tos nullah the next day in thick white mist we were 
just beginning to doubt our route-finding ability when we suddenly 
emerged on to a well-beated track above a large, dirty glacier snout. 
Simultaneously a Ghaddi appeared round a bend in the path leading a 
pack pony and surrounded by a vast, noisome herd of some 300 sheep 
and goats. The shepherd confirmed that this was the Tos nullah and 
indicated that he was bound for the Sara Umga La, a 16,000 ft. pass 
at the head of the nullah which leads into the green pastures of Lahul. 
Our route accompanied his for the rest of the day. We eventually 
made a hasty camp in a downpour on a shale bed overlooking the 
junction at right angles of the Tos east and Tos main glaciers. After 
a day's idleness in heavy rain we finally set off on 11 July to traverse 
the boulder-strewn chaos of the Tos east glacier. Seven miles of very 
rough going took a whole day and we arrived in the terminal basin 
feeling dehydrated and weary.

The next day Burgess and I set off to locate and climb Gunther's 
Ice-Pass, which was thought to link Kulu with the Bara Shigri through 
the Great Himalayan Divide. Ashcroft and his two assistants were to 
climb the small peak at the head of the glacier and set up a survey 
station. After one false crest which necessitated an agonising plod 
over an unsuspected bay of the Tichu glacier, we located and climbed 
an Ice-Pass. Our easy approach from the south coincided with what 
appeared to be an extremely difficult way to the north. We soon 
observed another pass to the west of which the reverse seemed to be 
true. The passes were re-named, ours became the D.H.E. Ice-Pass, 
the one to the west became Gunther's Ice-Pass. There was a tremendous 
contrast between the ice-draped red granite crags of Kulu and the 
practically snowless black shale mountains of the Bara Shigri. The 
pass we had reached stood directly south west of Concordia. In such a 
situation it is not difficult to experience that sense of deep satisfaction 
peculiar to crossing a Divide and gazing down on a different landscape.

The camp in the Tos east glacier neve was struck on the 14 July 
and we retreated down the glacier in glum silence. The porters were 
clearly on the verge of a sit-down strike on account of our reducing 
the ration scale to increase mobility. By strict rationing we could 
afford to spend only three more days climbing so we decided to 
attempt the second ascent of White Sail, 21,148 ft., a strikingly 
beautiful mountain close to the Sara Umga La. The upper neves of 
White Sail are drained by a steep little tributary glacier which joins the 
Tos east stream in a chaotic junction of moraines and seracs. First 
we cached our suplus equipment beneath a prominent boulder; then 
we picked our way gingerly up the steep bank of moraine bordering
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Cornices on the South Ridge of White Sail.
R. Pettiff.'i
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the White Sail glacier on the true left side. Crossing the crest of the 
moraine we entered a sheltered basin free of ice and offering level 
camp sites with running water close at hand. The height was 15,000 ft. 
Against the stupendous back-cloth of precipice which forms the south 
wall of the Tos east glacier we erected the tents, re-designed the menu 
by offering bully beef and soup for breakfast the next day, and eyed 
the wisps of cirrus with disquiet.

15 July dawned grey and we awoke to the patter of rain on canvas. 
We were determined to gain the upper neves whatever the weather, 
so we quickly struck camp and regained the crest of the moraine. 
Now and again during the climb we noticed ibex slots the first sign 
we had seen of these creatures although Handley later reported a 
herd of 50 on the flanks of Ali Ratni Tibba. In its upper section the 
approach moraine is studded with massive boulders and it eventually 
abuts against the retaining wall of the lower basin. We entered the 
basin by traversing across loose moraine beneath the wall. The basin 
opened out into an ice-field which we crossed on firm snow towards 
the upper ice-fall of White Sail which is divided by a great pinnacle. 
The right hand side, though steep, looked straightforward, so we chose 
it. It was an exhausting route and taxed us severely. As soon as we 
emerged near the col under the south face of White Sail we saw that the 
ice-stream on the left hand side of the pinnacle led circuitously, but 
easily, to the same place. It thus became the descent route two days 
later. Camp was pitched a little way short of the col but well out of 
range of White Sail's numerous ice cliffs. During the evening we en 
joyed some remarkable views of the transformed peak of Ali Ratni 
Tibba and our old antagonist, Indrasan.

At 3.45 a.m. on 16 July I anxiously inspected the weather and the 
glittering stars announced it to be perfect. Fortified by a Tibetan-like 
mixture of soup and tea, Burgess,- Ashcroft and I set off for the col 
due south of White Sail. Acclimatizing to the day we were at the foot 
of the steep ice slope beneath the col by first light. Less than an hour 
later we were again looking down on the Bara Shigri glacier which 
Roberts was the first to see from this col during the first ascent of White 
Sail in 1940: "To the north, rock precipices fell abruptly to the Bara 
Shigri glacier, which here runs as straight as a main road, and beyond 
the Shigri was the maze of Spiti mountains, and beyond them Tibet."

Before us, to the north, rose a shattered, scrambly ridge which 
gave out in places on to snow and eventually terminated in a snow 
dome. Above this a line of ice cliffs formed the most conspicuous 
feature and obviously contained the crux of the climb. Beyond the 
cliffs snow slopes ran together to form the summit pyramid. Burgess 
led with myself second and Ashcroft as third man. Two sections 
required "pitching" one a delicate and airy traverse to the left along 
a slight gangway flecked with verglas. Second, a steep ice gully by 
which we regained the spine of the ridge. The work was most en 
joyable, we were gaining height rapidly, and the weather was perfect.
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I felt very optimistic of the top. Rock and snow alternated until we 
reached the foot of the dome where it became necessary to don 
crampons. We had promised ourselves a good rest here so we 
sprawled over rucksacks and ropes, eating breakfast and examining 
the cliffs from close quarters. There appeared to be two possibilities. 
One, later to be chosen, was roughly on our contour but the approach 
was overhung by a fantastic fringe of icicles. Beyond this cage the 
cliff angle relented slightly and there were prospects of a footing. 
Secondly, to the left of our position the slopes from the summit 
pyramid again met the gentler angle of the snow dome, but the way 
was barred by numerous seracs and a maze of crevasses which 
would have cost hours of route-finding. We decided to risk the icicles 
and tackle the cliffs direct.

Installed beneath the wall and therefore safe from falling ice, 
Ashcroft and I belayed Burgess from within the cage formed by icicles 
12 feet long and 1 foot in diameter. Encouraged by the thickness of 
the icicles he made a bold move out of the cage on to the lower, 
vertical ice wall where he clung for some minutes before surmounting 
a gutter-like feature to arrive on easier ground. He had climbed the 
crux. We joined him with difficulty and were engaged for a further 
three hours climbing the cliffs. The presence of hard ice called for 
continuous step cutting until the slope merged with the west ridge. 
It was a distinct relief to move together again along the ridge and up 
the south face with which it eventually emerged. Underfoot was hard 
frozen stuff which occasionally broke and made heavy going. 
Gathering clouds caused us some concern and eventually consumed 
our late adversaries Deo Tibba and Indrasan. The snow slope was 
featureless so we aimed for a small black boulder on which to rest 
before the final effort. Immediately above were the steep and in 
hospitable rocks of the west ridge. The top section was a sharply- 
tilted slope of frozen snow which Burgess climbed rapidly, sensing the 
top. We saw wisping cirrus, felt the summit breezes and heard 
Burgess shout that he was there.

The time was 1.30 p.m. and the ascent had taken 8^ hours from 
the camp which we could see far below. On a rock outcrop 100 ft. 
below the summit we could make out the remains of a cairn so we 
descended to it in the hope that Roberts had deposited a note. There 
was no trace of a message from his first ascent over 20 years before. 
We re-built the cairn and left a note of our climb before resuming the 
descent. Like Roberts we found that, in descent, the steep section 
from the base of the summit cone to the shoulder required great care 
and only one man could safely move at a time. The rock ridge 
permitted continuous movement again and the last stage was a free- 
for-all down the slopes below the col. However, it made poor 
glissading so we ran down together in great plunging strides to be 
greeted at the camp by Ang Chook and Jigmet who had spent the day 
watching us do the climb.

10
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Two days later we entered Base camp with happy memories of 
the Divide, not the least of which was the chupatti feast provided 
by the Ghaddi whom we met again in the Tos nullah.

So our climbs in Kirn's country were over but as we marched out 
of the mountains in the monsoon rain we pondered the Lama's 
blessing and could understand,

'The great glaciers, the naked rocks, the piled moraines and 
tumbled shale; dry upland, hidden salt-lake, age-old timber and 
fruitful water-shot valley one after the other . . .' (Kirn)

11
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